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I. Action of the Commission on Human Rights 

The Commission on Human Rights devoted the greater part of its seventh session, 

Geneva, 16 April to 19 May 1951， to the elaboration of articles on economic, social 

and cultural rights, for inclusion.in the Draft International Covenant on Human 

Rights and to the parts of the Covenant which deal with implemontation. 
• • ‘ • . ‘ .*; 

The inclusion of economic, social and cultural, rights in the.Draft Covenant 

was decided by the General Assembly in Resolution 421(V) of '4 December 1950. 

Section E of that resolution is as follows { 

"Ihereas the Covenant should be drawi up in the spirit and based on the 

principles of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 

"Whereas the Universal Declaration regards man as a person, to whom 

civic and political freedoms as y/oll as economic^ social and cultural rights 

indubitably belong, 

"Whereas the enjoyment of civic and political freedoms and of economic3 

social and cultural rights are intorconnectod and interdependenty 

"Yihereas, "when deprived of economic^ social and cultural rightsy man does 

not represent the human person v/hom the Universal Declaration regards as the 

ideal of the free man, 

( a ) Decides to include in the Govomment economic， social and cultural 

rights and ал explicit recognition of equality of men and women in 

related rights， as set forth in the Charter of the United Nations; 

(b) Calls-upon the Economic and Social Council to request the Commission 

on Human Rights, in accordance with the spirit of the Universal Declaration 

to include In the draft Covenant a clear expression of economic^ social 

and cultural rights in a manner which relates them to the civic and 
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political freedoms proclaimed by the draft Covenantj 

(c) Calls upon the Economic and Social Council to request the Commission 

on Human Rights to take such steps as are neccssaiy to obtain the co-

operation of other organs of the United Nations and of the specialized 

agoncies in the consideration of such rights j 

(d) Requests the Economic and Social Council to consider, at its 

twelfth session, the methods by which the specialized agencies might 

co-operate m t h the Commission on Human Rights with regard to economic, 

social and cultural rights, 

Accordingly^ the Economic and Social Council adopted on 23 February 195 

Resolution 349(XII) of which the relevant portions are as follows: 

"The Economic and Social Council) 

"2, Invites the Commission to take into consideration in its work on 

the draft covenant the records of the discussion at the twelfth session of 

the Council^ the remarks or observations made by members of the Council and 

by represontatives of specialized agencies^ as well as the amendments to the 

draft covenant presented at that session； 

n3* Invites such of the specialized agencies as feel directly concerned 

with the proposed economic, social and cultural rights to send representatives 

to the seventh session of the Commission on Human Rights to participate in the 

work of the Commission relating to economic^ social and cultural rights^ 

"4* Calls upon the Coiraaission to take such steps as are necessary in 

order to obtain the fullest co-operation of the specialized agencies in the 

consideration of economic, social and cultural rights, and to consider for 

this purpose the setting up of one or more joint working groups consisting of 

representatives of the Commission and of the interested specialized agencies, 

which m i l report to the Commission; 

"5» Requests the Commission on Human Rights to prepare and submit to the 

Council at its thirteenth session a revised draft Covenant on the lines indi-

cated by the General Assembly } together with a report upon the results of its 

work," 
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In reply to the letter of the Secretary-General communicating the above 

resolutions to Ш0, the Director-General wrote s 

"The right to health is stated in the preamble of the Constitution 

of WHO, which was signed by representatives of 61 States and has now been 

accepted or ratified by 75 governments. The Constitution declares» 

'Health is a state of c-omplete physical^ mental and social well-

being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity. 

'The enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of health is one 

of the fundamental rights of every human being without distinction 

of race, religion； political belief5 economic or social condition. 

•Governments have a responsibility for the health of their peoples 

which can be fulfilled only.t;., the provision of adequate health and 

social measures,' 

"This Organization will welcome opportunities to co-operate with the 

Commission on Human Rights in drafting international conventions, гесопь 

mendations and standards with a view to ensuring the enjoyment of the 

right to health. It will advicte the Commission an technical matters 

• relating to health which may arise in the course of the Commission's work 

and will co-operate with the United Nations, as appropriate, in assistance 

to governments, 

"It is clear that the whole programme approved by the World Health 

Assembly represents a concerted effort on the part of the Member States 

to ensure the right to health. In this respect^ the work they accomplish 

through WHO complements that which they have undertaken through the 

Commission on.Human Rights. I am well aware of the obligation of WHO.to be 

guided by this fundamental relationship in planning its work with govern-

ments as well as with other international organizations." 

This letter was reproduced in document E/l88o/Add3 of the Economic and 

Social Commission which was placed before the Human Rights Commission, 

Several members of the Commission considered that economic, social and 

cultural rights should not be included in the Draft Covenant but put into a 

separate instrument. They pointed out that governments can ensure civic and 
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political rights, such as those stated in the first eighteen articles of the 

Draft Covenant} by legislation and appropriate measures of enforcement# The 

enjoyment of economic^ social and cultural rights 9 however^ depends upon factors 

which are often partly outside the direct control of governments and which at all 

events can be changed only by slow development。 The Commission, rejected, however, 

a proposal to recommend that the Economic and Social Council and the General 
1 

Assembly reconsider the inclusion of economic； social and cultural rights. 

The Commission then decided to transform itself into a working group to 

study in private session the various proposals concerning economic, social and 

cultural rights, in co-operation with the representatives of the specialized 

agencies concerned. The Director-General represented WHO at the working g5?oup. 

The suggestions made by the specialized agencies are summarized in the Seventh 

Report of the Commission as followsí 

”…T h e representatives of the International Laoour Organization 

suggested that articles on economic and social rights should be simply and 

precisely stated without too much detail, as the detailed work was being 

carried out by the Specialized Agencies concerned, and that specific 

obligations might be placed on Governments to ensure certain conditions 

for the enjoyment of these rights. The representatives of the United 

Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, whose Director-

General had submitted certain suggestions dealing with the right to 

education and cultural rights (E/CN# 4/54l/Rev.1)^ felt that the suggested 

undertakings of the States were limited in scope, but that they should 

cover obligations by which the States would undertake the gradual attainment 

of the objectives which could be fulfilled within a reasonable time; in 

particular the desirability of maintaining an organic balance between the 

various parts of the Covenant ought not to hinder the special place which 

the right to education occupied in the field of human rights. The Director-

General of the World Health Organization had submitted to the Commission 

- certain provisions on health taken from its Constitution (E/CN»4/544 and 

Add tl) # Its representatives advocated that provisions on the right to 

health- couched in t e m s identical with those used in the Constitution of 

UN Document E/1992, paragraphs 3 0 , 31 and 67 
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the organization^ should be included by the Commission in its draft, 

especially as they had been recognized by seventy-nine countries and since 

without them other rights became almost meaningless #
и 

. . . . . . •• ‘' -
- • - •< . • • ‘ ‘ • . 

The following suggestions were submitted by the Director-General of WHO 

concerning the Draft International Covenant on Human Rights and measures of 

implementation. 

"When the question arose of including economic, social and cultural 

rights in the Covenant on Human Rights, the Director-General of the World 

Health Organization felt it was imperative that the enjoyment of the highest 

obtainable s'tandard of health should be included among the fundamental 

rights of every human being, and desirable for provision to be made for an 

undertaking by Governments that adequate health and social measures should 

be taken to that end, with due allowance for their resources # theix 

traditions and ior local conditions # Some Governments with immense' financial 

resources can concentrate on highly specialized problems and provide measures 
• • • ' i • 

which only benefit a very smaXl number of people, while others have still 

to create a medical profession and health services before they can contemplate 

action of any kind. 

"In case the Commission 3hould feel that it ought to adopt this dual 

principle, and purely for information, the Director-General of the World 

Health Organization ventures to suggest the following clauses in the hope 

that they may bs of assistance to the Commission. i ；.. 

"Every human being shall have the, right to the enjoyment, of the 

highest standard of health obtainable, health being defined as a state of 

complete physic&l, mental and social well-being, 
• • ‘ 

"Governments, having a responsibility for the health of their peoples, 

undertake to fulfil that responsibility by providing adequate health and 

social meafeures. ; 

"Every Party to the present Covenant shall therefore, so far as it means 

allow and with due allowance for its traditions and for local conditions, 

provide measures to promote and protect the health of its nationals, and in 

particular: 

I 
UN Document E/1992, p«25, paragraph 38 
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r e d u c e
 infant mortality and provide for healthy development of 

the child; 

to improve nutrition, housing, sanitation, recreation, economic and 
working conditions and other aspects of environmental hygiene; 

to control epidemic, endemic and other diseases; 

to improve standards of medical teaching and training in the health, 
medical and related professions; 

to enlighten public opinion on problems of health; 

^ footer activities in the field of mental health, especially those 
aííectmg the harmony of human relations•"丄 

The Commission decided to vote on the proposal of Egypt on the right to 

health, which was based on the provisions of the Constitution of WHO 2 and re-

produced the substance of the Director-General's suggestions. It should be noted 

that the last three clauses of the original WHO proposal were omitted. This 

proposal, as amended by Chile, the US and the USSR was adopted and incorporated 

into the Draft Covenant as Article 25. 3 The text of Article 25 is as follows, 

"The States Parties to the Covenant recognize the right of everyone 

to the enjoyment of the highest standard of health obtainable. With a view 

to implementing aad safeguarding this right each Sítate party hereto under-

takes to provide legislative measures to promote and protect health and, in 

particular: 

(i) to reduce infant mortality and provide for healthy development of 
the child; • 

(ii) to improve nutrition, housing, sanitation, recreation, economic and 
working conditions and other aspects of environmental hygiene; 

(iii) to control epidemic, endemic and other diseases; 

(iv) to provide conditions which would assure the right of all to . 
medical service and medical attention in the event of sickness.» 4 

2 Ш Document E/CN.4/544, 18 April I95I • 
3 UN Document E/CN.4/AC.l4/2/Add.4/Sec. VIII 
4
 ш Document E/1992 paragraph 45 . 

UN Document E/1992, Article 25, p.70 
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2 UN Document E/1992, 
я UN Document K/1992, 
4 UN Document E/1992, 

UN Document E/1992, 

Undertakings by governments to implement the provisions of the Covenant are 

stated in general articles at the beginning of Part .II, which deals with civic 

and political rights, and Part III, which deals with economic, social and cultural 

rights. The undertakings concerning the latter rights are set out in the 

"umbrella" article, Article 19, at the beginning of Part III. This Article, which 

was adopted after the right ta health was defined, includes the following clause* 

"Governments undertake to take steps, individually and through inter-

national co-operation, to the maximum of their available resources with a 
• . • 

view to achieving progressively the full realization of the rights recognized 
1 in this part of the present Covenant." 

Parts IV and V of the-Covenant provide for international action to ensure 

the observance of human rights. Part IV was originally drafted with reference to 

Part II of the Covenant concerning civic and political rights. The Committee, 

however, did not decide whether this Part should relate to the v^iole Covenant 

or only to Parts of it. Part III provides that» "If a State Party to the 

Covenant considers that another State Party is not giving effect to a provision of 

the Covenant} it may, by written communication bring the matter to the attention 
о 

of that State," (Article 19) If the matter is not adjusted to the satisfaction 

of both Parties, either State may refer it to a Human Rights Committee for which 

provision is made in Article 33. It should be noted that the text of Article 33 

is provisional since the Commission decided to postpone the vote on it. Article 

57 provides that* "the Committee shall ascertain the facts and make available its 

good offices to the States concerned with a view to a friendly solution of the 3 
matter on the basis of respect for human rights as recognized in this Covenant,""^ 

It provides also.that the Committee shall report in every case to the States 

concerned and then to the Secretary-General, 

Article 53 states» "The ComroittGe shall deal with any matter referred to it 

under Article 52 save that it shall have no power to deal with any matter» (a) 

for which any organ or specialized agency of the United Nations competent to do. so 
4 

has established a special procedure by which the States concerned are governed 

P. 68 
Article 52, p.78 
P. 80 
P. 78 
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The Commission rejected a proposal that the Human Rights Gomndttee should Ъе 

authorized to deal with, petitions from individuals, groups or non-governmental 

organizations. . , 

Part V of the Covenant was drafted with' particular reference to the appli-

cation of economic, social and cultural rights, but the Commission did not decide 

whether it should relate to the whole Covenant or only to Parts of it. The various 

proposals for implerosntation which the Commission considered provided that States 

Parties to the Covenant should report to the UN concerning the progress made in 

achieving the observance of these rights" (Article 60). These proposals gave 

rise to debate on two questions which concern W H O丨 ( 1 ) the division of 

responsibility between the UN and specialized agencies for the receipt of such 

reports and for recommendations arising from them, and (2) international technical 

assistance to underdeveloped countries to promote the observance of economic, 

social and cultural rights. 

With regard to the definition of responsibilities, several members of the 

Commission cited the constitutional obligations of the specialized agencies and 

their agreements with the UN which define the responsibility of these agencies for 

international action concerning those economic, social and cultural rights which 

fall within their competence. It was noted that this action includes the elabora-

tion of international conventions and recommendations on technical subjects, the 

obligation of governments to submit reports on these matters and of the agenciçs 

to publish such reports, and international technical assisfance to governments. 

Members pointed out that it is the responsibility of the UN to act in fields not 

within the. jurisdiction of specialized agencies and to co-ordinate the relevant 

activities. The representatives of specialized agencies took an active part in 

the debate and gave the Commission full infomation on the relevant international 

instruments and activities of their organizations. 

On the grounds cited above, it was proposed that the responsibility for 

international action to implement the provisions of the Covenant, including the 

•receipt of reports concerning economic, social and cultural rights should follow 

the established pattern. 

Other members of the Commission pointed out that the responsibility for human 

rights was vested in the United Nations. They considered that the specialized 
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agencies, whose special responsibilities they did not contest,•should carry out 

their work within the framework of tho general authority of the•United Nations, 

This group considered that the suggestions made by the specialized agencies 

indicated an unjustifiable degree of autonomye It was proposed, thereforethat 

the reports of governments should be made to the United Nations and should be 

transmitted to the Commission on Human Rights for study and recommendation. 

Arrangements were proposed for avoiding overlapping of work and for obtaining 

the comments of specialized agencies on matters within their competence» 

The question o.f jurisdiction was brought before the-Administrative Committee 

on Co-ordination, which was in session, at the time, and the following paragraph 

was included- in the Report of the ACC to the Economic and Social Council, 

"The development of the work of the United Nations for the observance 
of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms is also a major preoccupation of 
the specialized agencies and in particular of the ILO, UNESCO and ТОЮ, all 
of which> subject tc further consideration of the most appropriate arrange-
ments for implementation, have co-operated closely with the United Nations 
in the preparation of the Declaration of Human Rights and of the Draft 
Covenantand Indeed in the furtherance of the whole programme for the 
promotion of the respect throughout the world of human rights and fundamental 
freedom. The ACC ventures to draw the attention of the Council to the 
importance of making the fullest use of the existing machinery, reporting 
procedures and -policy recommendations of the specialized agencies in 
connexion with the implmentation of the proposed Covenant 

After considering the various proposals of which one incorporated suggestions 

by the IL0 3 the Commission appointed a private working group to elaborate a coiranon 

draft on the implementation of the provisions concerning economic声 social and 

cultural rights• This draft was adopted with small modifications• 

The articles which define the responsibilities of the UN and specialized 

agencies with respect to the receipt of reports and the making of recommendations 

are as follows 1 

Article 61 

м1/ The States Parties shall furnish their reports in stages, 
in accordance with a programme to be established by the Economic and 
Social Council after consultation with the States Parties to this 
Covenant and the specialized agencies concerned•” 

1 ш Document E/199X： paragraph 32, ррД4 and 15 
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"2 

"3. Where relevant irxfomation has already previous^ been 

furnished to the United Nations or to аду specialised agency, the'action 

=qu+，d by this Article may take the form of a precise ruference to 
the lruormation so furnished." 

ârticle 62 

"Pursuant to its responsibilities under the Charter in the field 
of human rights, the Economic and Social Council shall make special 
arrangements with the specialized agencies in respect of their reporting 

让
 o n t h e Progress made in achieving the observance of the provisions 

of this part of the Covenant falling within their competence. These 
reports shall include particulars of decisions and recommendations on 
S4ch implementation adopted by their competent organs." 

Article 63 

"The Economic and Social Council shall transmit.to the'Commission 
on Human Rights for study and recornracndation the reports concerning 
h u m 9 J 1 r i S h t s submitted by States, and those concerning, human eights 
submitted by the competent specialized agencies.» 

Article 64 

U J h e S t a t o s Pities directly concerned and the specialized agencies 
^ ^ u b m i t comments to the Economic and Social Council on the report of 
the Coramission on Human Rights," 

Article 65 

"The Economic and Social Council may submit from time 七о time 
？

0 / h e
 ？ ?

n e r a l Assembay, with its own reports, reports summarizing the 
information made available by the States Parties to the Covenant 
f ^ c t l y to the Secretary-General and by the specialized agencies under 

• • ： - v ^
n d l c a t i n S t h e Progress made in achieving general' observance 

ox these rights." 

Article 67 

"The States Parties to the Covenant agree that international action 
丄or the achxevment of these rights includes such methods as conventions 
recommendations, technical assistance, regional and technical meetings ' 
and studies vath governments." 
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Article 68 

"Unless othen-ri.se decided by tho Commission on Human Rights or 
by the Economic and Social Council or roquested by tho State directly 
concerned, the Sccrotary-Gonoral of the United Nations shall arrange 
for the publication of tho report of the Commission on Human Rights, or 
reports presented to the Council by specialized agencies as well as of 
all decisions and recommendations reachcd by the Economic and Social 
Council." 

In addition, the Commission approved Article 69 which states: 

"Nothing in this Covenant shall be irrbcrprot。d as impairing the 
provisions of the Charter of the United Nations and of the Constitutions 
of the specialized agencies, which defino the rospoctive responsibilities 
of the various organs of the United Nations and of the specialized agencies 
in regard to the matters dealt 7/ith in this Covenant." 

Regarding technical assistance， several members of the Commission desired 

that international action for implomontat ion of the provisions of the Covenant 

should not only call attention to failures but should include technical assistance 

Tihich the undor-developed countrios require in order to provide ccMiditions in 

which economic^ social and cultural rights could be exercised. For this reason, 

the folloTjing clauses wero included in Part V. 

Article 61 

1. 

2 # "Reports may indicate factors and difficulties affccting the 
degroc of fulfilment of obligations under this part of the Covenant," 

Article 66 

m 
"The Economic and Social Council may submit to the Technical 

Assistance Board or to any other appropriate international organ the 
findings contained in the report of the Coiranission on Human Rights 
which may assist, such organs in deciding, each v/ithin its competonce^, 
on the advisability of international measures likoly to contribute to 
the implementation of this Covenant.n 

The Ooiranission decided that, urrfcil it took a final decision on Article 33 9 it 

would defer Oonsideration of a proposal to omit from the Draft Covenant tho clauses 

concerning measures of implementation and embody them in a separate instrument* 
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Among the agenda items which the Commission postponed woro the Declaration 

of tho Rights of the Child and the revision of the first eighteen articles of 

the .Draft Covenant. The Board vdll remember that ТОЮ co-ope rated v;ith the 

Social Commission in drafting the Declaration of the Rights of the Child whioh 

has now been referred to the Commission on Human Rights• The Human Rights 

Commission decided at its sixth session to delete Article 7 of the Draft Covenant 

as vras recommended by the Executive Board of VJHO. Article 4 of the Draft Covenant 

now contains the relevant provisions. This article is as follov/s: 

"No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel夕 inhuman or 
degrading treatment or punishment t In particular, no one shall be 
subjected against his will to medical or scientific experimentation 
involving risk, where such is not required by his state of physical 

/ or mental health." 

In its resolution transmitting its report to the Economic and Social Council, 

the Commission requested the Secretary-General? 

"to transmit the draft Covenant on Human Rights to governments and 
to specialized agencies, vàth a view to their making their observations 
thereon for the thirteenth session of tho Econoîziic and Social Council 
(30 July 1 9 5 1 ) • “ , -

1 Ш Document E/1992, paragraph 21. 
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II • Observations of the Director-General 

The questions of jurisdiction which were debated in the Commission 

can be clarified if a distinction is made between the concept of Ьшпап 

rights, which is an abstraction^ and the concrete actions or conditions 

"which give reality to that concept< 

The concept of Ьшпал rights is a guiding principle of the United 

Nations declared in its charter- Part of that concept 一 the right to the 

highest attainable standard of health - is among the principles set out in 

the Constitution of 1Ш0. It is uiideniable that since the right to health 

is stated as "one of the fundamental rights of every human being11 WHO fs 

concern m t h hmman rights is subordinate to that of the UN》, as the part is to 

the whole, The role of the UN is to ensure that the -whole concept is accep-

ted and realized,» It is important to recognize that this concept creates a 

relationship between actions and conditions т/diich might otherwise appear quite 

unrelated and that this relationship may give them new significance^ 

The Draft Covenant daflaas human rights in terms of the concrete actions 

and conditions which taken together can give reality to the total concept 9 

These actions and conditions are the same whether they are considered in the 

light of a practical objective such as the protection of labourд the improve-

ment of health or education， or in the light of a theoretical objective such 

as the implementat ion of the provisions of the Covenant on human rights* 

The definitions of economic，social and cultural rights reflect more or less 

precisely certain functions of the UN and the competent specialized agencies e 

It seems clear therefore tLat the provisions of the Covenant on Human Rights 

can and should be implemented through the performance by each of these 

organizations of its functions as set out in the Charter of the UN， the 

Constitutions of the specialised agencies and the Agreements between the UN 

and the specialized agencies л 

The UN like some of the specialized agencies, has responsibility for 

certain of the functions -which moist be performed internationally in order to 

create conditions in which economic ; social and cultural rights can be 

realizedg In addition^ the UN has г ŝpсnni Ъil ity for maintaining balance 

and coherence among all the efforts directed to this end 0 It is evident that 
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this second responsibility of the UN is its special сontribution to the 

realization of human rights and that this responsibility is quite distinct 

irom the mere filling of gaps and prevention of overlapping. 

It TOuld be unfortunate if the resources of the UN were dissipated in an 

attempt to perform, as implementation of the provisions of the Covenant, 

functions #iich com3 within the obligations of the specialized agencios and for 

Tflriiich governments have recognized them as competent. The division of the 

responsibilities betw^n ths UN and specializsd agencies makes it appropriate 

that States should refer to a specialized agency technical matters for which the 

specialized agency is responsible and that vdion States not msmbers of a 

、-specialized agency refer to the UN a technical matter for #iich a specialized 

agency is responsible, the UN should then call upon that agency for the nacessaiy 

advice or action. 

Differsnce of opinion about the jurisdiction of the UN and specialized 

agencies concerns WHO not only as a question of principle but also becauss it 

adds to the already heavy burden of representation at meetings of othsr UN 

organizations. In the past five years questions concerning ths relations 

between UN and specialized agencies have been settled to tha general satisfaction 

•through the Economic and Social Council and the machinery for co-ordination 

established by the Council. On occasion, however, the заде questions have ‘ 

been raised in subordinate organs of ECOSOC, thus renewing debates which could 

not be settled until the matter had been referred once more to the Council. 

The Human Rights Coramissionis debates 1 on jurisdiction brought into 

q U 3 s t i o n n o t оп1У co-operation with respect to human rights but also the 

constitutional obligatioris of specialized agencies and the interpretation of 

their agra Q ments with the UN. It is believed that governments can do much to 

p r e v e n t s u c h s i t u a t i o n s
 欤如suriiig full co-ordination of thair policies in the 

various organs of the UN system. 

1 

' f f e f n t s
 地

1 1 b Q i" the following provisional documents. 
(The final texts are not available at this writing)j 

H I P P . 1 S " 1 9 E/CN.4/SR 242 pp. 1 5 and 16 
2/CN.4/SR. 238 pp. 4-5 E/CN.4/SR 243 pp.5 
E/CN.4/SR, 241 pp.23.24, p.27, pp.29-30, pp #34.35 
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It is possible 七hat the Parts of the Covenant which concern Ш ) may be 

revised by one or other body of the UN. The Board may therefore wish to 

consider whether it is desirable to suggest amendment of Article 25 and to 

make observations on certain provisions for jjnplementation contained in Parts 

IV and V . 

Only two Articles in Part III contain specific undertakings on the part 

of States; these are Article 25 on health and Article 29 on education. The 

undertakings in Article 25, vjhich are based on the Constitution of are by-

far the most detailed» After this Article was adopted? the Commission decided 

also to adopt the "tjnbrella" clause^ in Article 19 at the beginning of Part III, 

This clause provides an undertaking which applies to the whole of Part III and 

therefore duplicates to some extent the second sentence of Article 25» Part 

IV and V on implementation were also adopted later than Article 25. Ültimately 

it may be decided that Part IV applies to the economic, social and cultural 

rights, to which Part V was designed to apply specifically. Thus, the non-

technical bodies (viz. either the Commission itself or the proposed Human Rights 

Committee) to which these Parts give responsibility for implementation "vrould be 

.in a position to make decisions-on technical questions. Indeed it was 

suggested several tjjnes that technical experts be attached to these bodies for 
о 

that purpose.~ The recommendations of the proposed Human Rights Committee 

woald be addressed to States, and it should be noted that no provision is made 

for reference to the competent specialized agencies. The recommendations of 

the Human Rights Commission are to be submitted to the Economic and Social 

Council, and the specialized agencies may submit coraments on them. This might 
» — 

well place 葡 in the position of having to defend before the Council its 

technical competence in connexion with each recommendation within the field 

of health. 

Should Part IV be interpreted as applying to the "whole Covenant, the 

proposed Human Rights Committee would have authority, despite the reservation 

in Article 53(a), to mediate in a complaint by a government under Article 25(4〉 

regarding the provision of medical services, since no "special procedure" has 

been established by 'Ш0 concerning the application of its recommendations in 

2 UN documents (provisional) E/CN,4/SR 238 p.4 and 242 p.19. 
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this field. It would clearly be possible for the Human Rights Commission to 

recoranend action by WHO and the Technical Assistance Board concerning, for 

example, the control of epidemic, endemic and other diseases under Article 25(3)• 

Had /article 25 stated only the principle of the right to health, it would 

give less justification for detailed discussion of technical questions by these 

non-technical UN organs. The undertakings by governments would then be those 

e^ressed in Article 19(4) • The omission of detailed undertakings from 

Article 25 would also eliminate duplications - e.g. the provisions concerning 

housing (/irticle 23) and health development of the child (/article .26) ¡ 

ambiguity in respect to activities in which 1HO co-operates with other organiza-

tions - e.g. nutrition and economic and working conditions; and the lack of 

completeness resulting from the amendments which suppressed the last three 

clauses of the original WHO proposals (see page ). 

In addition, the provision in Article 66 that the findings of the Hunan 

Rights Commission should be submitted to the Technical Assistance Board appears 

to imply that these findings would be of a technical nature, since decisions 
o f t h i s nature by the Board must necessarily be based upon technical considera-

tions. Responsibility for such decisions in economic, social and cultural 

natters is vested in the appropriate organs of the UN and in the specialized 

agencies. These agencies are represented on the Board. The introduction 
o f non-technical elements1 into the decisions of T/JB would certainly appear 

undesirable. 

The provisions of Part IV would concern Ш0 only if that Part were 

to be interpreted as applying to economic, social and cultural rights. 

Should such a decision be nade, VfflO would be able to fulfil its obligations 

to governments if the proposed Huraan Rights Committee were directed to refer 

to 1№0 any natter requiring a decision or action in the field of health. 

S e e UN document E/CN.4/SR 241 (provisional) p.28. 
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Under Part V duplication could be avoided and WHO would be able to 

fulfil its obligations to governments if amendments were introduced to 

provide that: 

(1) Reports on action to implement the provisions of the Covenant 

should follow the pattern established for existing reports on action taken 

in pursuance of recommendations by the various organs of the United Nations 

and by specialized agencies. States Parties to the Covenant would then 

report to the competent specialized agency on action taken to implement the 

provisions of the Covenant on rights which fall "within the responsibility 

of that agency. The UN TOuld refer to the responsible specialized agency 

for study and recommendation relevant reports of States not members of that 

agency• 

(2) Each specialized agency concerned would undertake, after consultation 

with the Economic and Social Council, to report to it on action by governments 

to implement those articles of the Covenant which fall within the responsibi-

lities of that agency• 

(3) Pursuant to the agreements between the UN and the specialized 

agencies, each agency would submit to its directing bodies recommendations 

by the Economic and Social Council on the implementation of the Covenant as 

a whole, and would undertake to take into account such recoiranendations in 

formulating and executing its part of the expanded programme of technical 

assistance for economic development• 
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Page 3, 4th line from 
bottom of page: 

Page 7, first sentence: 

Page 1, second paragraph. 
4th sentence: 

Delete reference to the "Economic and Social 

Commission" and substitute "Economic and Social 

Council"• 

Delete and substitute: 

"Undertakings by governments to implement the 

provisions of the Covenant are stated in general 

articles in Part I, originally designed to refer to 

part II on civic and political rights, and at the 

beginning of Part 工II, which deals with economic, 

social and cultural rights." 

Delete„re£erence-io-AArticle、2£"-and-~substitAïte_: 

"Article 52" 


